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Introduction 

The recent 15th anniversary of Putin’s speech at the Munich Security Conference reminded 

us that Russia’s negative attitude toward NATO/U.S. policy in Europe, primarily the Alliance 

expansion and deployment of U.S. global missile defense elements in Europe, has persisted 

for years. 

The annexation of Crimea in 2014 has triggered a new round of conflict in relations between 

the sides. In response to NATO’s increased military presence in Eastern Europe, Russia has 

reinforced the Russian armed forces in the Crimea, the Arctic, Kaliningrad, and on the border 

with Ukraine.1 In addition, Russia has arranged manifest military exercises, and has 

developed and keeps developing advanced (especially nuclear) weapons.2 All of this was 

meant to put pressure on the West. In his speech at a Foreign Ministry meeting in November 

2021, Russian President Vladimir Putin noted that Russia’s recent warnings are still being 

felt and causing a certain effect: “Some tension has nevertheless arisen there,” Putin said. 

However, this was not enough, and he demanded that the Foreign Ministry provide Russia 

with significant long-term security guarantees.3  

On December 17, 2021, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation published 

draft treaties on security guarantees with the United States4 and NATO.5 Russia called for 

serious long-term legal guarantees from the U.S. and NATO. Such guarantees would rule out 

any NATO expansion, prohibit deployment of U.S. weapons and armed forces on Russia’s 
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western borders, prohibit deployment of land-based intermediate-range and shorter-range 

missiles and nuclear weapons outside U.S. homeland, and initiate the return of such weapons 

that have been already deployed outside of the United States. Russia suggested that NATO 

return the armed forces and armaments to their 1997 state.  Russia also insisted on stopping 

flights of heavy bombers equipped for nuclear or non-nuclear armaments or deploying 

surface warships of any type in the areas outside national airspace and national territorial 

waters respectively, from where they can attack targets in the territory of the other Party.  

In the Russian military theory, strategic parity is the basis of military-strategic stability.6 

Seeking a return from NATO to the borders of 1997, President Putin wants to return to a time 

when strategic parity was not threatened. Having put forward these demands, President Putin 

essentially delivered an ultimatum – either you agree to them or Russia will respond 

militarily. Despite the similarity of the claims with Putin’s Munich speech 20077, nobody 

issued ultimatums. Today the entire situation is different. Having attacked Ukraine in 

February 2022, Moscow began to implement its threats, showing that it is, indeed, very 

serious. The preservation of strategic parity has received military implementation. 

Russia’s Complaints 

What makes this kind of ultimatum possible today? What is the point of being so hasty and 

reckless? There seem to be multiple reasons. First of all, on June 12, 2020, NATO gave 

Ukraine the status of an enhanced opportunity partner. In other words, Russia fears that 

Ukraine’s membership in NATO is being systematically promoted, and that the presence of 

NATO troops, including short- and intermediate- range missiles on the border with Russia, is 

becoming more and more likely to happen.  

Since 2014, Ukraine has been receiving extensive military assistance from NATO countries, 

and since 2018, they have been getting Javelin anti-tank missiles from the United States. 

Moscow opposes the advancement of these NATO armaments to the Russian border and is 

totally against the membership of the former Soviet republics in NATO.8  

The second reason is that in 2021 the U.S. Missile Defense Agency launched the deployment 

of Aegis Ashore combat systems in Poland, including Mk-41 launchers, which are almost 

identical, in the opinion of the Russian Foreign Ministry, to those used on U.S. Navy ships to 

launch Tomahawk cruise missiles (the Russian Foreign Ministry believes this violated the 

existing INF Treaty).9 According to Deputy Defense Minister Alexander Fomin, the fact that 

the United States launched a Tomahawk cruise missile from the Mk-41 land-based launcher 

on August 16, 2018, after it declared its withdrawal from the INF Treaty on August 2, 2018, 
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confirms the strike capability of the American missile defense system.10 Thus, given that the 

range of the Tomahawk missile is 2500 km, it is potentially capable of hitting many strategic 

targets in the territory of Russia. It is expected that this missile defense base becomes 

officially operational in 2022.  

In addition, the Standard Missile-6 Dual II missile, capable of engaging both air and surface 

targets, causes discontent. Its tests were actively conducted in 2021. This means, as President 

Putin says, the U.S. missile defense system has new offensive capabilities,11 which means 

Moscow’s claims have always been justified. 

Third, Moscow is disappointed with NATO’s current nuclear policy. The Russian Foreign 

Ministry considers NATO to be too easy on the nuclear weapons deployment. The use of 

nuclear weapons in different situations involves more and more uncertainties, with thresholds 

being decreased through the use of force as well.12 

The Russian Foreign Ministry sees equipping some of the U.S. Trident II SLBMs with W76-

2 ‘tactical’ nuclear warheads as a demonstration step in this direction.13 U.S. SLBMs will be 

armed with these warheads as of 2024. Also, Moscow is not pleased with U.S. plans to 

deploy new B-61-12 nuclear bombs with reduced power and increased accuracy in Europe. 

Moscow feels that decreasing power while increasing accuracy of such weapons raises the 

risk of their use.14  

According to the Foreign Ministry, low-power nuclear warheads are capable of solving a 

wide range of not just tactical, but also strategic tasks.15 For example, the potential for the 

B61-12 carrier aircraft to be located at NATO bases in the states bordering Russia, changes 

the status of these nuclear weapons. They will be able to easily reach the facilities of the 

central industrial district of Russia, as well as major cities, including Moscow. This makes it 

possible to perceive the B-61-12 as part of the strategic offensive forces of the United States. 

According to Russian Ambassador to the United States Anatoly Antonov, “it is precisely 

such practical steps that have a significant destabilizing effect on nuclear deterrence.”16 
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Another complaint, according to the Foreign Ministry, is that the United States continues to 

involve European non-nuclear NATO countries in so-called “joint nuclear operations” in 

violation of the NPT.17 Moreover, as the Russian Defense Ministry points out, the Eastern 

European Air Force began to participate in the Steadfast Noon nuclear exercise, and the total 

number of countries participating in the exercise increased from six to nine and the number of 

carrier aircraft participating increased from twenty to fifty.18   

Moreover, NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg said on November 19, 2021, that if 

Germany refuses to deploy U.S. nuclear weapons, the Alliance could easily find alternatives 

to deploy them in other European countries.19 This statement was perceived by the Russian 

Foreign Ministry as a confirmation of the fiasco of the 1997 NATO-Russia Founding Act.20 

According to the Act, NATO member-states confirmed that they had no intentions, plans, or 

reasons to deploy nuclear weapons on the territory of the new NATO members, and they had 

no need to change any aspect of NATO nuclear force development or NATO nuclear policy.  

The fourth reason for the rush and the presentation of an ultimatum is that in August 2021 it 

became known that the 56th Artillery Command in Europe, which during the Cold War was 

responsible for the Pershing intermediate-range missiles eliminated under the INF Treaty, had 

been recreated. Moscow considered this a warning for future deployment of short- and 

medium-range missiles in Europe. Although the NATO Secretary General claims that the 

Alliance will not respond in kind to Russia’s destabilizing behavior and has no intention to 

deploy new nuclear missiles on European territory, Russia does not trust these statements. It 

is clear that Moscow is not satisfied with declarations; it sees an actual policy that threatens 

its national security. Moscow believes that short- and intermediate- range missiles in Europe 

are not a concept, but an upcoming reality. This will result in “a confrontation, it will be the 

next round, this will be the emergence of such means from our side,” points out the Russian 

Foreign Ministry.   

The United States reconstituted the 41st Field Artillery Brigade in Germany in 2018, and as 

of 2020, there are thirty-two artillery missile launchers located there. In addition, two 

European members of NATO, Romania and Poland, have recently purchased seventy-four 

American HIMARS artillery missile launchers, and the first systems are to be delivered in 

2022. According to U.S. Army Major Brennan Devereaux, as the INF Treaty has been 

terminated and long-range precision fire has been established as the number one development 

priority of the U.S. Army, the capabilities of artillery missile launchers are likely to grow 

exponentially over the next five years.21 In other words, it is likely that Moscow sees the 

advancement of long-range high-precision weapons as a threat comparable to short- and 

intermediate- range missiles. 

When it comes to HIMARS artillery systems, Moscow can raise the same claims that NATO 

has against Iskander-M missile system. The upgraded ATACMS short-range ballistic 
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operational-tactical missiles can be launched from HIMARS launchers. A new high-precision 

strike missile, the PrSM, is already being developed and tested to replace the ATACMS. 

Although no official upper limit is published, previously available estimates suggest that the 

missile would be capable of flying a range of at least 499 kilometers.22 Moscow may question 

that PrSM range.  

Furthermore, in December 2016, the Polish Ministry of National Defense signed a contract 

with the United States to supply JASSM-ER missiles. With a range of about 1000 kilometers, 

it means that in the airspace of Poland, the F-16s can shoot through the whole Russian 

Kaliningrad region and hit targets in Belarus, all the way to its capital, Minsk.  

Apart from this, Moscow claims that there are risks of escalation and incidents. The Russian 

Defense Ministry is not happy with the exercises of NATO countries, as they increasingly 

involve strategic aviation carrying out simulated launches of nuclear missiles at Russian 

facilities. The number of flights near Russian borders has more than doubled, says the 

Defense Ministry.23 For example, in February and March 2021, a task force of U.S. B-1B 

strategic bombers was deployed in Norway. They had missions in the Arctic and landed in 

Poland. Strategic bombers regularly fly out of Fairford Air Base in UK to participate in 

exercises on attacking Russia, as the Russian General Staff and the Aerospace Force report.24 

Also, B-1B and B-52H bombers flew over the Black Sea and Ukraine during 2019-21. In 

2021, the number of their flights in this region increased by eighteen percent, and “the 

minimum distance between strategic bombers and the Russian border in the western part of 

Crimea was 15 kilometers,”25 said Deputy Defense Minister Alexander Fomin. Moscow sees 

this as NATO provocations that could escalate into an armed conflict. 

Moscow realizes that missile systems theoretically capable of reaching beyond the INF 

Treaty are being developed, and conditions are being created to deploy such weapons in 

Europe. Strike missile systems capable of hitting critical infrastructure are being placed at the 

Russian border, missile defense systems are being created, and the threshold of nuclear 

weapons use is being lowered. In addition, uncontrolled expansion of NATO provides 

grounds for these developments. There are no treaties, or at least no political agreements, that 

would limit missiles in Europe. Against this background, as Deputy Minister Sergei Ryabkov 

says, the destabilization risks increase, and the contours of a new crisis become sharper. 

Indeed, this may be similar to the Cuban Missile Crisis due to its level of danger.26 The 

Kremlin probably considered that the threats created in the next couple of years will become 

irreversible. Because of this, it was important for Moscow to agree on three key issues: non-

expansion of NATO, non-deployment of strike weapons, and termination of involvement of 

the states that joined the alliance after 1997. Each of these shows the desire to maintain 

strategic parity with the United States.  
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Strategic Parity 

The nuclear doctrine of Russia27 states that nuclear deterrence is ensured by the presence of 

combat-ready forces and facilities in the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation. These 

military threats ensure unacceptable damage to a potential enemy under any conditions by 

using nuclear weapons.28 However, with the increase of NATO missile weapons in Eastern 

Europe, Russia’s ability to continue nuclear deterrence is impaired.  

Army General Makhmut Gareev, a military theorist, has stated that Russia does not have and 

will not have “tactical” strike force capabilities (including proximity to U.S. targets) in the 

foreseeable future. Thus, there is an increasing imbalance in the combat capabilities of the 

U.S. and Russia’s Strategic Nuclear Forces, due to failure to account for the influence of 

basic military technologies being developed. These technologies include the development of 

the strike air and naval component of the U.S. general-purpose forces. Another troubling 

point by Gareev was the planned build-up of the strike capability of the armed forces 

belonging to the so-called “front-line” NATO member states in order to provide them with 

counterforce capabilities.29 Another military theorist, Vladimir Anenkov, says that an 

increase in counterforce capabilities is one of the disruptive factors for strategic stability.30 

According to the Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation, the expansion of NATO to 

the East has provided extra military forces, weapons, equipment, infrastructure and military 

facilities, and has moved more than one thousand kilometers closer to the Russian borders. In 

other words, the operational capabilities of the alliance’s land and naval forces have 

increased, and NATO can now use non-strategic weapons to attack targets in Russia.31 In 

fact, Moscow finds itself unhappy that NATO is devaluing the nuclear factor and can now 

inflict comparable damage without strategic weapons. Moscow’s desire to prevent the 

eastward expansion of NATO is about making sure that weapons that threaten Russia’s 

security do not appear near Russia’s borders. Putting forward its demands for the return of 

NATO strike weapons to the positions of 1997, Moscow says that it is dissatisfied with the 

fact that its strategic capabilities have been reduced. At the same time, this means that the 

role of Russian tactical nuclear weapons in a conflict with NATO has increased or will 

increase. 
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NATO Response 

The reaction to Russia’s proposals in Europe was predictably negative. The presidents and 

ministers of Finland,32 Lithuania,33 Estonia34 and other European countries expressed that the 

Russian proposals are an ultimatum and challenge the European security architecture.  

On January 26, NATO and the United States provided Moscow with written responses to its 

proposals.35 It was made clear to Moscow that the policy of containment and dialogue would 

continue. The United States and NATO are ready to discuss arms control, including nuclear 

weapons and ground defense. It was also made clear to Russia that Russia has no veto right 

over the presence of nuclear weapons, troops, or conventional weapons in NATO countries.36 

NATO is still committed to open policy. Russia will not be able to have any influence on the 

decision regarding membership of any country or to divide Europe into spheres of influence. 

Efforts to protect the allies and Ukraine remain in place.37 Moreover, the United States 

authorized $200 million of additional security assistance to Ukraine38 and in February it 

approved the deployment of 3,000 U.S. troops to Poland, Germany, and Romania.39 In 

January, NATO started to increase its military presence in Eastern Europe amidst the increase 

in Russia’s forces along the Ukrainian border.40  

Ultimately, President Putin said that Russia’s fundamental concerns were ignored. “We 

haven’t seen adequate consideration of our three key requirements concerning the prevention 

of NATO expansion, the refusal to deploy strike weapons systems near the Russian borders 

as well as the return of the military infrastructure to NATO’s 1997 borders when the NATO-

Russia Founding Act was signed,”41 said the president of Russia. According to Deputy 
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Foreign Minister Sergei Ryabkov, there is no point in discussing other issues that are 

secondary to the non-expansion of NATO.42  

Why Arms Control Proposed by the United States is Impossible 

The United States has said that based on Russia’s equivalent commitments, it was ready to 

explore an enhanced exercise notification regime and nuclear risk reduction measures, 

including strategic nuclear bomber platforms. These are transparency measures first and 

foremost. However, Russia has proposed limiting flights of heavy bombers outside national 

airspace, including within the Alliance.43 Moscow actually proposed a unilateral ban on U.S. 

bombers not only flying near Russian borders, but also flying to the airbases of its NATO 

allies. Of course, Russia positively reacted to possible restrictions on the United States,44 but 

it is unlikely that Washington would take such unilateral steps. 

Next, the United States offered to open a discussion on the control of land-based 

intermediate- and shorter-range missiles. However, this is not of interest to Moscow. 

Throughout all the years of Vladimir Putin’s presidency, the INF Treaty has been a source of 

discontent. For example, Putin first threatened to withdraw from the INF Treaty if the United 

States withdrew from the ABM Treaty back in 2000 in an interview with Welt am Sonntag.45 

In 2007, Yury Baluevsky, Chief of the Russian General Staff, suggested the same.46 In the 

same year, Vladimir Putin raised this topic in Munich, and former Russian Defense Minister 

Sergei Ivanov frankly called the Soviet-American treaty a "“relic of the Cold War” and said 

that "“it cannot go on like this forever.”47  

On June 19, 2013, Vladimir Putin again expressed skepticism about the INF Treaty and 

called the USSR’s decision to abandon medium-range missiles “controversial, to say the 

least.” “But the decision has been made, and, in fact, we must act according to the realities of 

today,” the president stated.48 However, Russia could not unilaterally withdraw from the INF 

Treaty. “As a matter of principle, Russia did not want to be seen as a conflict starter and 

threat maker, and it could not count on U.S. support in this step,”49 says General Evgeny 

Buzhinsky.  

The moratorium on the deployment of short- and intermediate- range missiles proposed by 

Russia in August 2019 is likely the same gesture as the proposed draft treaties. The Kremlin 

probably understood that the United States, dissatisfied with Russia’s compliance with the 

INF Treaty, would not take this proposal seriously. However, it was important for Moscow to 

show that by rejecting this proposal, the United States confirmed that it was the first to start 
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production of the intermediate range missiles and was preparing for its deployment in 

Europe. 

In addition, a moratorium on deployment is not the same as a moratorium on creation. Russia 

does not want to bind itself to an obligation not to produce or test short- and intermediate- 

range missiles. Even if the United States agreed to a moratorium on the deployment of land-

based short- and intermediate- range missiles in Europe, Russia could continue to produce 

them. Amid mutual mistrust, any Russian missile systems relocating across the country’s 

western regions would cause tension.  

Moreover, in its response to the United States on February 17,50 Moscow, linking the 

problems of the intermediate range missiles with the discussion of the overall security 

architecture, made it clear that the INF Treaty itself is not of value. “Debates on the post INF 

Treaty without the common security architecture are pointless,” presidential spokesman 

Dmitry Peskov said at the end of January.51 That is, Moscow was ready to discuss the INF 

Treaty only if it would help it achieve concessions on the deployment of missile defense 

systems and the deployment of other strike weapons in Eastern Europe. 

The United States was ready to discuss transparency mechanisms to verify the absence of 

Tomahawk cruise missiles at Aegis Ashore facilities in Romania and Poland if Russia 

suggests similar transparency measures at two bases in Russia that accommodate ground-

based missiles.52 According to The Wall Street Journal, it was Warsaw that insisted on a 

response inspection of missile systems located in Kaliningrad.53  

However, transparency of the U.S. missile defense system does not solve the missile defense 

problem for Moscow. This could only confirm that U.S. missile defense systems will not 

carry Tomahawk strike missiles. And that is only part of the problem. The impact of missile 

defense on strategic parity in Russian politics is permanent. The military doctrine of the 

Russian Federation declares that the creation and deployment of strategic missile defense 

systems disrupting global stability and existing balance of forces in the nuclear missile sphere 

is a major external military threat.  

In 2007, Vladimir Putin declared that deployment of the U.S. missile defense system in 

Europe can be compared to deployment of Pershing missiles in Europe in the early 1980s. 

The threat is absolutely the same, and the U.S. missile defense units deployed in Europe are 

an integral part of the U.S. strategic nuclear weapons.54 He repeated it in 201655 and in late 

2021.56 According to Putin, ballistic missiles are most vulnerable during launch, and that is 

why it is better to have the interceptor as close as possible. In other words, U.S. missile 

defense in Europe is an attempt to upset the strategic nuclear balance.57 Therefore, even the 

potential ability of missile defense to shoot down ballistic missiles can reduce or affect the 

nuclear parity between Russia and the United States. 
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For Russia, it is about the fact that missile defense systems can be quite effective at 

protecting the initiator of a strategic nuclear exchange from a retaliatory strike. The latter 

strike is carried out by strategic forces that include naval and land-based ballistic missiles 

survived by the first attack. If just a few missiles are left, say a few dozen, then missile 

defense systems can at least hypothetically minimize the damage from retaliatory use of 

strategic nuclear missiles to an “acceptable limit.” In these circumstances, both sides of a 

potential conflict may conclude that in an escalating armed confrontation the most “rational” 

strategy, from the purely military point of view, may be to launch a massive nuclear strike 

first. This, in turn, is a factor that destabilizes the strategic balance and ruins mutual nuclear 

deterrence.58 

The U.S. proposed including new types of intercontinental delivery vehicles with nuclear 

warheads in future arms control agreements and initiating a dialogue on all types of nuclear 

weapons, including so-called “non-strategic nuclear weapons.” Russia already includes 

Sarmat and Avangard as part of New START. And they were potentially ready to discuss 

other types of weapons, in particular Poseidon, Burevestnik, and Kinzhal. However, as stated 

in the response of the U.S. Foreign Ministry, for Russia, strategic stability is not only a matter 

of controlling nuclear weapons, it is also a consideration of all weapons that could have an 

impact on strategic parity. That is, Moscow was actually ready to put its latest weapons under 

control in response to the control of the U.S. missile defense system. This was difficult to 

imagine, both then and now.  

In the context of an imbalance in the conventional arms of Russia and NATO, and the active 

deployment of strike weapons in Eastern Europe, the role of TNWs for Russia is only 

growing. Finally, as a compromise step in this direction, Moscow proposes to withdraw 

American nuclear weapons from Europe, but this proposal is unrealistic so far. This means 

that even with the continuation of negotiations, it would be extremely difficult to achieve real 

agreements. 

Russia’s Invasion of Ukraine and Arms Control 

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has shown that Moscow is ready to implement the so-called 

military-technical responses to the West and to achieve strategic stability as it sees it. In the 

speech, anticipating the recognition of the independence of the DPR and the LPR, President 

Putin said that the medium-range missiles being developed by the United States will 

definitely appear in Ukraine. This means that the missiles can hit objects throughout the 

European territory of Russia, as well as beyond the Urals, and the time of their approach to 

Moscow will be reduced to 4-5 minutes.59 Later, presidential spokesman Dmitry Peskov said 

that Putin is angry at those people in Ukraine who want to be part of NATO in order to place 

U.S. nuclear missiles on their territory.”60 This underscores that the threat of losing strategic 

parity with the United States became one of the key reasons for the invasion of Ukraine. In an 

effort to demilitarize Ukraine, Russia seeks to prevent the appearance of shock weapons 

capable of threatening Russia’s strategic potential. 

The invasion of Ukraine is an attempt by military means to achieve what failed diplomatically. 

Moscow sees an opportunity for the formation of a new world order. According to Foreign 
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Minister Sergei Lavrov, the current crisis is a fateful moment. This is an epochal moment in 

modern history. It reflects the battle over what the new world order will look like.61 The purpose 

of the special military operation, according to Lavrov, was the desire to receive security 

guarantees that will be based on the principle of indivisible common security for Ukraine, for 

Russia, for all European countries.62  

Putin's nuclear threats, which became the refrain of this war, were probably an attempt to 

achieve some kind of mirror response of the United States in the nuclear sphere. Since Russia 

is trying to achieve “de-escalation by escalation” in order to build a new world order where it 

will play an important role, it is important that the United States, as Russia's main geopolitical 

opponent, participate in this crisis. Escalation for de-escalation should take place with the same 

tools and lead to the resolution of the issues and the conclusion of agreements on security 

guarantees. But that didn't happen. The United States did not increase the combat readiness of 

its nuclear forces in response, and did not defiantly send nuclear submarines on patrol. Moscow 

failed to create the Caribbean Crisis-2. It was not possible to actually bring the war in Ukraine 

to the pan-European level. The war in Ukraine remains a war in Ukraine, not a war with NATO. 

Although in the minds of Moscow politicians, this war is of course with the West.63 

The invasion of Ukraine has made Russia the main destabilizing force in Europe, and makes it 

impossible to perceive Moscow as a possible partner on any issues of European and 

international security. President Biden suspended negotiations with Russia on arms control. It 

is likely that the United States will not be ready for arms control negotiations with Russia in 

the next few years. Deputy Minister Sergei Ryabkov confirmed that the United States is not 

ready to continue the dialogue on strategic stability. However, time will pass, and they will 

realize that they are shooting themselves in the foot,64 the diplomat said. 

Nevertheless, Russia apparently managed to achieve something with the war with Ukraine. 

There will be no NATO in Ukraine, and there will be no missiles threatening strategic parity. 

However, Ukraine is only part of the problem, since Ukraine is like the next candidate for the 

appearance of missile threats to the Russian Federation, as Deputy Minister Andrei Rudenko 

said in December. “We have other countries bordering the Russian Federation, where the 

approach time of the strike systems is 4-5 minutes,”65 Rudenko said. 

In these circumstances, the Russian president will be forced to look for other ways of escalation 

to achieve his goals and conclude the necessary agreements. In a couple of years, Vladimir 

Putin may gain strength and launch an invasion of Finland in order to prevent its entry into 

NATO. The director of the Foreign Ministry Department, Sergei Belyaev, is already 

threatening that the membership of Finland and Sweden in NATO will entail military and 

political consequences.66 Finland, like Ukraine, is located on the border with Russia and was 

also part of the Russian Empire, the deployment of U.S. strike weapons on its territory will also 

threaten strategic parity. 
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Putin may threaten Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, and Poland with which Russia has problematic 

relations. He may also start conducting demonstrative military exercises near the borders of 

these countries. Threats against these countries are already coming from Kremlin’s political 

experts.67  

A great threat remains against Georgia. Back in December, Moscow demanded to withdraw 

the decision of the 2008 NATO summit in Bucharest that Ukraine and Georgia would become 

members of the alliance.68 Alternatively, Moscow called on the United States to make a 

unilateral commitment in a legally binding form that they would never vote for Ukraine and 

other countries to join NATO. Thus, all threats against Ukraine are relevant for Georgia and 

for all countries applying for membership in the Alliance. Moscow's threats and demonstrative 

military actions near the Georgian border may also become likely. Moldova, on whose territory 

the unrecognized Pridnestrovian Moldavian Republic, supported by Moscow, is located, will 

also face threats. More than two hundred thousand citizens with Russian passports live on its 

territory. 

The increase in tension on the borders will be accompanied by nuclear threats and the 

continuing demands for so-called security guarantees. Even in this form, nuclear deterrence is 

in effect, Russia has ensured that NATO does not interfere in the war in Ukraine. Putin, 

seeing the power of nuclear threats, will use nuclear blackmail and the demonstration of 

nuclear weapons in the hope that Washington's response will involve the United States in a 

conflict with Russia, thereby obtaining a pretext for negotiations on security guarantees. 

Nuclear weapons in the rhetoric of today's Kremlin creates a dangerous dilemma for the 

West. On the one hand, it is difficult not to react to Moscow's threats, and not to respond by 

strengthening NATO's eastern flank, which is already happening. However, this response 

could provoke Putin to nuclear threats every time. On the other hand, it is impossible to 

coordinate any security agreements with Putin's Russia, when it does not fulfill them or 

chooses to interpret them in its own way. Under these conditions, the creation of an eastern 

front with hotbeds of tension on the borders with Russia awaits European security. Russian 

Defense Ministry has already developed a plan to strengthen the western borders of Russia 

with the relocation of new modern weapons systems and military units there.69 Russia will 

probe the NATO and the United States in any direction and on any issue. Political and 

economic disputes and demonstrations of military force will become permanent, similar to 

the Cold War. Ensuring security can be accomplished by not responding to Moscow’s 

provocations. 

Conclusion 

Moscow made it clear in its response to the United States70 that Russia wants to agree on 

security architecture in Europe. Without this agreement, possible deals on some narrow issues 

of arms control and mitigation of military risks will not be long-lasting. That is, all the strike 

weapons of NATO countries affect the architecture of European security, and agreements on 

certain issues do not reduce strategic threats to Russia’s security. In this context, the results of 

the Russian-Ukrainian war will not affect it much either.  
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According to Moscow’s logic, the issue of arms control arrangements in Europe will simply 

disappear by itself when NATO stops expanding eastward and returns the armaments to the 

way they were in 1997. In fact, it is true that regardless of whether or not medium-range 

missiles will be created and deployed in Europe as of 1997, such missiles from Germany, the 

closest NATO country at the time, will have no strategic potential for Russia and threaten its 

strategic parity.  

In Russian military theory, strategic parity is the foundation of military strategic stability71, 

and the main condition to counter military threats according to the opinion of the retired 1st 

Rank Lieutenant Commander and theorist of military policy Lennor Olshtynsky.72 The 

Russian Ministry of Defense and the Kremlin are trying to implement this in the real world. 

However, strategic parity is currently unstable. Strike weapons could be stationed at the 

Russian border. Naval and airborne short- and intermediate- range missiles are within 

distance to hit Russian infrastructure. Land-based intermediate- range missiles are being 

created and threaten to appear near the borders of Russia. The U.S. nuclear weapons and 

missile defense system remain in Europe. In addition, the Russian invasion of Ukraine froze 

any arms control negotiations.  

Under these conditions, Russia will continue to implement further military-technical actions 

aimed at encouraging agreements on arms control and maintaining strategic parity. They will 

take measures to maintain strategic parity by creating and deploying strike weapons on 

domestic territory including the western part of the country. Russia will keep producing 

short- and intermediate- range missiles, the advanced intercontinental ballistic missile 

systems, and hypersonic weapons. As the Russian invasion of Ukraine has shown, threats to 

implement further military-technical actions can be fulfilled as well. Russia will continue to 

escalate the situation in various regions of Europe, accompanied by a demonstration of 

military power and nuclear threats.  
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